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Abstract

Recently electromagnetic (EM) energy harvesting using metasurfaces has gained a great attention. This presentation shows a single band and a double band polarization-independent metasurface harvesters composed of an ensemble of new resonators with a full level of symmetry in a way that their behavior is very insensitive to the polarization of the incident wave. Loading the resonators with resistors (which model the input impedance of a rectifying circuit in a harvesting system), it is shown that the metasurface perfectly absorbs the incident EM wave (regardless of its polarization) and perfectly delivers the absorbed power to the loads.
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Greater amount of energy, larger antenna area:

- Large aperture antennas: heavy and expensive
- Antenna arrays
Recently, planar array of small resonators (metasurface) has been shown to provide a better efficiency than regular antenna arrays like microstrip patch antennas.

Recently, planar array of small resonators (metasurface) has been shown to provide a better efficiency than regular antenna arrays like microstrip patch antennas.

\[ \eta = \frac{\text{effective area}}{\text{physical area}} = \frac{P_{\text{rec}}}{P_{\text{inc}}} \]

It has been experimentally shown that it is possible to collect the harvested energy from each cell.

The behavior of a metasurface harvesters is similar to that of a metamaterial absorbers; however, there is a distinct difference between them:

- In both structures, the resonators efficiently couple to the EM wave in the free space.

- For a harvesting application, the captured microwave energy must be channeled to a resistive load (a grounded resistor) which models the input impedance of a feed network or rectifying circuit in a complete harvesting system.

- In metamaterial absorbers, the absorbed wave dissipates either in the structure as dielectric and copper losses or lumped resistors which are placed between two sections of a resonator.
In the Literature (Wideband)

In the Literature (near unity efficiency)

Proposed Resonator for Dual Pol.

### Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( l )</th>
<th>( w_1 )</th>
<th>( w_2 )</th>
<th>( s )</th>
<th>( g )</th>
<th>via diameter</th>
<th>( R )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>10.5 mm</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>1.2 mm</td>
<td>0.4 mm</td>
<td>0.8 mm</td>
<td>0.7 mm</td>
<td>160 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dielectric substrate:** Rogers RT/duroid 6006, thickness 100 mil
Surface Current Density

\[ \phi = 90^\circ \]

\[ \phi = 60^\circ \]

\[ \phi = 45^\circ \]
Unit Cell Performance

\[ \eta = \frac{P_{\text{loads}}}{P_{\text{inc}}} \]

\[ P_{\text{inc}} = (\text{Power Density}) \times (\text{Unit Cell Area}) \]
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- Transmitter horn
- Antenna
- R = 7.5 m
- Signal generator
- Spectrum analyzer
- Metasurface harvester
- 50 to 200 Ω converter
- 50 Ω cable
- SMA connector
- 50 Ω cable
Measurement Setup
The simulated and measured output power of the central cell for different polarization angles of the incident field.
Results

The measured power for different polarization angles
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Not good efficiency in both bands 😞

![Graph showing efficiency vs frequency with multiple curves labeled phi=0, phi=30, phi=45, phi=30, phi=90.](image-url)
Pixelated Checkerboard Metasurface for Ultra-Wideband Radar Cross Section Reduction
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Results

Great efficiency in both bands 😊

![Graph showing efficiency vs frequency with markers for different \( \phi \) angles: \( \phi = 0 \), \( \phi = 30 \), \( \phi = 45 \), \( \phi = 60 \), \( \phi = 90 \).]
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